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Answer: C 

QUESTION: 58 

A technician has successfully completed installing the Enterprise Reporting server. 

The Enterprise Reporting URL is launched, and the success of the installation needs to 

be verified. Which login credential should be supplied so login can occur? 


A. cslogin with password passion 
B. ws_admin with password cs 
C. eqadmin with password passion 
D. eadmin with password password 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 59 

It is strongly recommended to install the RedHat operating system (OS) from the 

kickstart file (ks.cfg). When running the kickstart.exe for Avaya Contact Recorder, 

which three components are necessary to create a ks.cfg file? (Choose three) 


A. The IP addresses of the network interfaces 
B. The name of extra RedHat Package Manager (RPM) packages to be installed 
C. The MAC address of the Network Interface Card (NIC) Eth0 
D. The IP address of the Network Time Protocol (NTP) server 
E. The /var partition size 

Answer: A, D, E 


QUESTION: 60 

When creating the IFConnector Adapter of the Avaya Quality Monitoring system, 

what is the default port used by this adapter? 


A. 3020 
B. 3025 
C. 3080 
D. 8080 

Answer: C 
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QUESTION: 61 
A technician has installed an Avaya Quality Monitoring application where each Avaya 
Quality Monitoring component was installed on a separate server. The technician 
needs to configure the Avaya Quality Monitoring recording mode on the Avaya 
Contact Recorder to integrate the Avaya Contact Recorder with the Avaya Quality 
Monitoring. Which parameter should be entered under “URL(s) of Quality server(s) to 
connect to” field? 

A. The hostname of the server where the BDR component was installed 
B. The hostname of the server where the BDR component was installed; the same port 
number as it is configured on the Avaya Quality Monitoring under the CTI adapter 
component related to integration with the Avaya Contact Recorder. 
C. The hostname of the server where the eRecorder component was installed; the same 
port number that is configured on the voice card in Avaya Quality Monitoring. 
D. The Fully Qualified Domain Name (FQDN) of the server where the web server 
component was installed 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 62 
A customer has installed two Network Interface Cards (NICs) on an Avaya Contact 
Recording server, and they are unable to capture Real-time Transport protocol (RTP) 
packets. What are three possible reasons they are encountering this problem? (Choose 
three) 

A. The wrong NIC has been selected to use for RTP. 
B. Both NICs belong to the same subnet, and are on a different subnet than 
CLAN/H323, and AES IP address defined. 
C. There is no network path between both NICs and the recorded IP phones. 
D. There is no network path between the Avaya Aura® Communication Manager 
Media resources and the NIC on the Avaya Contact Recording server to use for RTP. 

Answer: A, B, C 

QUESTION: 63 
The license Avaya Contact Recording a three digit code is needed. What is this code 
called, and where can it be found? 

A. Avaya CR License Code; Recorder Status > Ports 
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B. License Generation key; System > License 
C. Avaya CR License Code; System > License 
D. License Generation key; generation Setup > Recorder 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 64 
A technician has just completed installing and configuring the Avaya Quality 
Monitoring application on a single server. The server has C and D drive. The 
application and the data content files are installed on the D drive. When trying to 
replay test calls, the technician finds the contacts have no audio. Where on the Avaya 
Quality Monitoring server should the technician check to see if the files are being 
copied from the Avaya Contact Recorder server? 

A. C:\tmp 
B. D:/eCorder\01\tmp 
C. C:\windows\tmp 
D. D:\eCorder\01\data\tmp 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 65 
While waiting to activate an Avaya Contact Recording license, some tests are run with 
the five-day license. Once the full license is obtained, what is the path to update the 
Avaya Contact Recording to the full license? 

A. System > License > Change License 
B. System > Manage Users > Change License 
C. General Setup > Recorder > License 
D. General Setup > Recorder > Key management Server 

Answer: A 
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